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Category:Video game music Category:Video game development Category:Hacking (computer security)Keep Up! Tracking Your Data Usage with AppAnnie It’s easy to get into the habit of forgetting to check your usage when it comes to apps and services. They all claim to be the “solution” to something, but you quickly learn which ones have the most usage. I’ve used everything
from iOS Fatigue to the “Nerd it Up” service to keep track of my mobile data usage. While each is useful in its own way, they don’t always help you accomplish the goal. AppAnnie is the first app that really tells you which services are the most expensive or use more data than you need. Since we’ve been testing it for months now, I thought I’d share the tips I’ve learned. Keep It

Simple: Pick 5 Services This may seem like a lot of work, but honestly, it’s much easier than you think. I use an iOS app called Data Bundle to keep track of my iPhone and iPad data usage. The app allows you to download your data usage for the last 30 days. Since it shows a summary of your data usage, I just scan through it before every billing period. It may seem like a lot of work,
but you can get everything you need from AppAnnie in a few short minutes. The trick is to choose the right services. You’ll want to include an RSS reader, text messaging, email, Facebook and various location services in your roster. Keep Track of the Apps I’ve also used a lot of free applications to help me keep track of my data usage. For a free alternative to Data Bundle, I’ve used

the Google Chrome and Firefox web browsers, as well as the Safari web browser. Unfortunately, they don’t measure all your data usage (like data bundles), but they will show you which services use the most data. If you’re a heavy Safari user, you can download the Safari app and have it monitor your data usage. Most apps for iPhone and Android devices will also show you your data
usage when you connect to a new wireless network. Of course, you’ll want to find the most economical services and subscriptions. If you’re on the fence about which service or service provider is best for 595f342e71
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